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Eight Belles' death shows dark side of horse racing

by Michael Rosenberg

Detroit Free Press columnist Michael Rosenberg is a contributor to FOXSports.com. An archive of his
Free Press columns can be found here.
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Well, I don't know about you, but I sure won't watch the Preakness the same way now. Big Brown will go for the
second leg of the Triple Crown, but my thoughts will be with the filly who should be challenging him.

Eight Belles is dead. She broke two ankles after finishing second
in the Kentucky Derby, and since horses can't live after that kind
of injury (for various reasons), she was euthanized on the track.

Eight Belles is dead. It is strangely appropriate that the
second-place finisher is the one who died.

If Big Brown had broken his ankles after winning, he would have
been the biggest story in America this morning. There would be
many calls to rethink the sport of horse racing. There would be a national conversation about whether horse racing
is a worthy sporting endeavor or unfit for a civilized society.

If a horse had broken his ankles after finishing last, it would have been one paragraph in newspaper stories — a
footnote. Fans would not have paid much attention, because it would be easy to separate the death from the
reason we watch the Kentucky Derby — to see who wins.

But when the second-place finisher breaks down and must be euthanized on the track, it becomes a nasty little
thought that you can't get out of your head. You might just find yourself blocking it out and concentrating on the
winner, but that will only bring guilt.

Why? Why do we put racehorses at risk for our own amusement? Where do we draw the line? I have done zero
polling on this issue, but I suspect most people would agree with this statement:

It's OK to train horses to race but not OK to train dogs to fight,
because the frequency of death and pain is much lower in horse
racing.

Heck, that's how I have long felt. But what is an acceptable fatality
rate? If Churchill Downs goes to an increasingly popular synthetic
racing surface, which is believed to reduce injuries, will we feel
better because we're doing something?

According to The New York Times, "Dr. Mary Scollay, a
veterinarian at Calder Race Course, organized an equine injury
reporting system for more than 30 tracks and has found that
fatality rates have been lower on synthetic surfaces: 1.47 fatalities
per 1,000 starts for synthetic surfaces against 2.03 per 1,000 for
dirt tracks."

This is not just about horse racing. It cuts to the heart of our
relationship with animals. It is a relationship that, for most of us, is
steeped in denial.

Hunters love deer but also love to kill them. Chick-Fil-A cannily
uses a cow as its spokesman — eat some chicken and you'll save
the big lug. The quintessential American scene is the backyard
barbecue, with slices of cow on the grill and the family dog playing
catch. I'm not judging — I have two cats and eat meat. But try
making sense of any of this.

Last summer, I joined most of the Western world in excoriating
Michael Vick for his dogfighting operation. My feelings on Vick
haven't changed. But I wonder, more than ever, about the level of
outrage. Did we call Vick a thug so we would feel superior?

There is only one other major sport where we understand that the
participants are risking death. That, of course, is auto racing, and it
brings its own brand of denial. While we subconsciously tell ourselves that racehorses are just animals, we also tell
ourselves that racecar drivers have a choice. They don't have to race. They choose to. It is a risk they are willing to
take, and it seems almost un-American to try to stop them.

With horse racing, we pretend that it is perfectly normal for a horse to sprint 1¼ miles down a track with a jockey
on her back and a whip in the jockey's hand.

In our minds, racehorses fall somewhere between Michael Vick's dogs and our own pets. They are there to
entertain, but we fall in love with the best of them.

And when Barbaro or Eight Belles dies, we tell ourselves that nothing could have been done. The truth is that if
nothing had been done, if no race had been held, then those horses would have lived.

We don't like to admit that. We'd prefer to think that these deaths are part of life instead of just a part of racing. We
say that Eight Belles was "euthanized," as though we did her a favor.

But on the official Web site of the Kentucky Derby, the death of Eight Belles was neatly squeezed into a single
sentence, in the fifth paragraph of a story about Big Brown's historic win.

Some favor.

Detroit Free Press columnist Michael Rosenberg is a frequent contributor to FOXsports.com. An archive of his Free
Press columns can be found here.
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BadMommy4U
5/31/2008
8:17 AM

I've watched races since I was a little girl. I  own pleasure horses. The saddest thing I
ever saw in my life was the day Ruffian went down. One of the most awe
inspiring...watching Secretariat run. I'm sure that there are cruel aspects of the Horse
industry, as there is in any industry related to animals. I also grew up on a farm, and I
am well aware of where my meat comes from and I hunt, shoot and butcher my own
deer. I love animals, and do wildlife rehabilitation and volunteer at the local Animal
Shelter. If PETA had their way, no one would eat meat or eggs, drink milk or own pets
and the world would soon be over run. Do you think rabies would make a comeback in
the US? I do. Who's going to vaccinate all  those cats and dogs we no longer own? The
only objection I perhaps would have, if pressed, is that I think a 2 year old is too young
to race. That's about all  I  have to say. It's my opinion, take it or leave it. Humans have a
tendency to over do everything, so I fear that's what they will do in trying to fix Racing.
Oh, one last thing...those horses want to run, or they wouldn't  be competing in the
league that they are.

acarelesswhisper
5/17/2008
3:57 PM

The fate of Eight Belles is very tragic. As to date, no bone abnormalities were dixcovered
in the filly; dated 5-16-08, no steriods were found in the filly. This was just an ill-fated
accident to Eight Belles. Regardless of how it happened, my heart goes out to everyone
related, close to and that loved Eight Belles. Never forgotten, Eight Belles!

Now, for true horse lovers, you might want to see what awaits horses in the Puerto Rico
racing industry:

http://us.lrd.yahoo.com/_
ylt=AnW43IwVXZLqFmvNgUjGG
p05nYcB/SIG=12e1nb3a6/**h
ttp://cosmos.bcst.yahoo.c
om/up/sports?ch=207399&cl
=7860412〈=en

Sorry for the competitons' plug, Fox, but it needs to be seen.

lisa073064
5/15/2008
3:35 AM

These racehorses are bred over and over until they find one they think will win them
some money. When they find one, the run the heck out of it until it does. When it cannot
run anymore and can't either be bred or be leased for stud, they are sent to slaughter!
The ones that do race are babies, their bones are not set and are still growing. It is like
putting a toddler in a marathon and wondering why injuries happen. Their skeletons are
not mature enough to take the punishment of the grueling racetrack. People wonder why
there are so many injuries and deaths of racehorses. It all  boils down to the almighty
dollar, the more money they can make for their greedy owners, the better, they don't
care about the well being of their horses only how much money can be made from their
racing careers. Look around the next time you are at the track, look at the owners
dripping with gold and diamonds and the latest fashions! Where did the money come
from? That dead racehorse that was euthanized out there on the track because they
were too greedy to let her mature and become a beautiful adult, instead they ran the life
out of her and now she's dead!

faminchin
5/14/2008
11:20 AM

Come on people...lets get real. A horse is an animal. Repeat all  the things you have said
about horses on this board, the next time you are hovering over a T-bone Steak or biting
into a chicken leg!

Leave Horse Racing Alone! Find some other moronic cause to waste your time on!

love horse's
5/13/2008
10:53 AM

When Eight Bells died it was a nightmare, just like barbaro's has'nt they learned 2 year
olds can't be raced they to fragile! They lose so many horse's due to the sport, can't
people find sometjing better to do with there time and they're money! Horse's are a thing
of beauty not somethig you bet money on, Everyone say's oh it's so sad but she had to
be put down, but if they had to race her why not wait until she was older and her legs
stronger! Everyone say's thats the price you pay for running top horse's but someone
needs to step up and do somethig so if you have to race which is so stuiped) do
something to protect the horse's, if it was the jockey people would be up in arms, but it's
a horse, don't people think they feel or hurt just like everything else, people think that
they're disposable, one gets put down we have another one in the stable. Come on
people why is it so impotant to make so much money? and when the horse gets hurt or
has to be put down it's no big deal, just we could have really made it big with that one. If
theyre has toe be horse racing why not make it safe for the horse's don't let's see how
many have to be put down. It is so sad to see the news of eight bells the look of fear in
her eyes, the still trying to give it her all,  I  just wonder is it worth it to see an animal as
great as this one to make her go through the pain and the hurt,  oh and I think jockey's
should be band from useing the whip!!!!
FOR A BETTER TRATMENT OF THE RACE HORSE!!!! MICHEAL E

doittill
5/8/2008
5:31 AM

Cjordan412...Those bad genes do pass on like in people and it is up to the owners and
the people to make a choice!
I have had and have one mare in my herd that is weak in the hooves and they are black!
I bought her without a Vet check and Bam when those shoes were pulled oops we got a
hot foot both front feet.
Absess and abnormal sole growth.
Somebody give me my rifel I  aint got time for this action!
Well needless to say after five babies we got one that I considered to be a contender
and bam he has a problem on one front hoof!
It can haunt a breeder forever.
Well when she is done and that day will be comming on when she just can't get around
and like saying good bye to an old friend I'll  call in the Vet and have her put to her final
resting spot.
Unsound horses do need special consideration and Buyer beware it's not the horses
fault if you put her in the fire and she is made of paper and not Gold!
Well if you don't Love Horses then you have no business being an owner.
Wear the soles out on a pair of new Tony Lamas walking a coliced mare all  night long
and she turns purple in the lips and Bam it's time for ole Doc to come and do the right
thing and you say goodbye with a tear in your eye and another dream horse goes to
heaven.
God Bless and may all  your Horses be sound and Loved !

cathyb1961
5/8/2008
5:07 AM

So well put. I  totally agree. I will do everything "little me" can do. Even if it's only making
friends aware, and creating my own bumper stickers to voice my opinion and honor the
memories of Ruffian, Barbaro, and Eight Belles...only a few.

sevenkeyhole
5/7/2008
8:26 PM

Also unknown to most, every race track has a vet that watches the horses in the
paddock, when they are warming up, and when they go to the gates.

sevenkeyhole
5/7/2008
8:20 PM

PILARS
I see what your saying and some of those issues need to be looked into. As fars as
limiting starts, all  horses are different, and there is a reason a trainerr has to pass a test.
some horses break down before they ever start, and some get ran 19 times a year with
little or no problems. A pre race exam of the animal would be more appropriate

seamhead75
5/7/2008
7:06 PM

Eight Belles was a great filly, but it will be a sad day if horse racing was ever stopped.
American's have gathered around the track for over a century. Those horses get
excellent care and treatment, and horses get injured just as easily in pastures everyday.
I could you 1,000 reasons why they should keep racing. If people want to fight for a
good cause maybe they should demand sounder breeding, but racing should go on. Go
Big Brown! Hope you go all  the way!

cjordan412
5/7/2008
12:43 PM

Oh ya, one last thing. To respond to Horsebiz's comment... yes it is a MAJOR issue I
think in all  breeds (breeding mares that are unsound) and in fact, my mom heard on the
news yesterday that both Eight Belle's sire and dam had leg/hoof problems. 

Food for thought.

cjordan412
5/7/2008
12:41 PM

Hi all!

Im back!!! :)

Doittill... dont have much more to say to you except thank you for finally not posting a
nasty comment.

Sevenkeyhole- Amen. 

Horsebiz- AMEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! :)

I  will be checking back here frequently to see what y'all have to say.

loudhorse18
5/7/2008
11:43 AM

"And when Barbaro or Eight Belles dies, we tell  ourselves that nothing could have been
done. The truth is that if nothing had been done, if no race had been held, then those
horses would have lived..."
If there wasn't any horse racing, those horses wouldn't  even be alive. They were bred for
a specific purpose. She broke her ankles and was euthanized, she didn't suffer for long
periods of time. Its not like they wanted her to get injured and die. Those horses are
worth a lot of money and everyone involved with them invests a lot of time and more
money to keep them safe. Accidents happen and horses a very delicate creatures
despite their size.

horsebiz
5/7/2008
10:39 AM

For those of you who think horses don't get hurt in the pasture- you have no idea what it
is like to go out and see your best horse with a broken leg from a prairie dog hole(or
badger holes, gopher, etc.) or come across a horse with three broken legs in a cattle
guard and you have to put it down because the nearest vet is 2 hours away-those are
things you will never forget- and most of you here no nothing of how horrible and painful
it is to put a horse down- but it takes real compassion to do so, so they do not suffer.

horsebiz
5/7/2008
10:19 AM

you want to put two artificial legs on a race horse doittill? Talk about cruelty...Lets just
lock up all  the diabetic children in a candy store-same thing. And pastplayer-TB's do not
weigh 1700-2000 lbs-that would be the weight of a draft horse, try 900-1200 lbs for an
average horse. The word whip sounds cruel but it is an aid- just like the hand, seat, legs,
spurs, etc. I have seen more abuse from a harsh bit than a whip-most horses if you beat
on them will rear up and sometimes flip over or buck if tapped on the rear. The whip in
racing is used as a signal-tapped to speed up, move over, or tap midstride to lenghten
the stride. Cjordan I agree, except it is an issue with TB and QH especially that take
unsound mares and turn them into broodmares- passing on navicular, and laminitis
prone offspring, with bad hooves.

pilarofsociety 
5/7/2008
8:52 AM

SEVENKEYHOLE
Since you've been employed in the horse racing, tell  me what you think about these
things That I think, IF mandated by the NTRA, could help horse racing become a more
civil and less cruel sport. FIRST OFF, let me say I do enjoy going to the track. BUT I
think everyone knows that CD's racing surface is too hard. SO....1) mandate all  tracks
be synthetic 2) a given time period of rest, maybe 17-24 days minimum between
consecutive starts for a horse 3) more stringent whipping rules 4) more in-depth pre-race
veterinarian checks 5) allowing jocks to wieh 125-130 lbs...You being a former jock, I
really appreciate what you think about these 4 enhancements to racing...YES I KNOW it
wont happen...BUT...how would you and other jocks feel about these changes...Thanks
for your time and God bless you.

sevenkeyhole
5/6/2008
9:55 PM

I am an ex jockey, and all  of you who think the whip is to guide the horse with are
ignorant. The whip is to let the horse know when to start sprinting, the reins are to steeer
the horse! some horse do run into or away from a whip, but none of you people would
know the difference between that and steering!

sevenkeyhole
5/6/2008
9:38 PM

Houndish, your a ####!

doittill
5/6/2008
9:17 PM

cjordan412
You just got part of what I have been writing.
That's ok I see what you are writing and you do have the right type of thinking just
comes across to me in the wrong way.
I have been in and around racing since 1965 when I was thirteen I placed my first wager
at Evangeline Downs and wore my Cowboy hat and some dark glasses.I didn't hesitate
at the window and they were rushing to beat the shutout!
I see that you and I agree on a few things like using the Bat.Some of those Tin horns
have no ideal what this tool is used for.Maybe if the Jocks stopped using them those
horses would end up in the grandstands amuncst them then they would shut up!EY!
Anywho my whole life has been and is set around the run and show.Quarters,Apps and
TB.I've got a filly now that should be a contender for the Derby in 2010 if she can route
that early if not I will hold her for the long haul as she shows signs of readyness.No Heat
No Bows and NO FLAPPER problem!May start her to swimming at one just for stamina.
Walkers are for cooling and hand walks are for bonding and firecrackers are for the
crowds! AE! Peace and may all  your horses be smart and finish well!COWBOY!!

Whatchuwant24
5/6/2008
8:48 PM

#### michael rosenberg...

this guy looks like he came right out of a movie acting as the nerd studying his little
heart out for that A+ instead of that A... 

When retards like this write about sports that they have only #### read about... or
maybe have even watched a little t.v. ... it discraces me as a horseman... 

and for whoever will challenge what i say... i have my right to my opinion... just like you
do about peta or horse racing is cruel...

i race horses because i love racing... its in my blood. so please lay off at the third grade
picking and pulling just to stir someone up...
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